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F,eonomic Instruments and the Greenhouse Effect 

$1/MMARY 

I) The recent build-up of "greenhouse gases" in the atmosphere means that there is a significam 

probability of global warming over the coming half-century. This prediction is subject to very 

great uncertainties concerning both the actual likelihood of warming, its possible magnitude, and 

the probable effects on the world econom}'. 

2) Faced with these uncenainties, the nations of the world can be expected to adop1 some form of 

minimum-regret response. At this stage, such a response is likely to consist of two elements: an 

accelerated programme of scientific research, and funher steps towards the negotiation of 

internarional agreements to deal with the identified problems. 

3) The 1987 Montreal Protocol on CFCs and ha!ons has demonstrated the speed with which such 

agreements can be reached, and the possibility of their effective implementation, once political wiU 

is established. The 1988 Toronto conference resolution on first steps towards reducing CO2 

emissions over the long run opens the way to debate and negotiation over an intcrnationnl policy 

regime to tackle Co2, methane, and nitrous oxide emissions. 

4) We suggest that the key criteria 10 be met by any international anti-greenhouse policy regime arc the 

following: 

(I) The regime should recognise che importance of encouraging appropriate sinks as 

well as restricting sources for the targeted pollutants. 

(2) The regime must be effective in reducing emissions of specified pollutants to 

some targe1 path through time. 

(3) The targets, and the list of specifie.d pollutants, should be able to be amended or 

adjusted continually as new infonn<1tion becomes available. 

(4) Monitoring and cnforcemen1 costs should be as low as possible, and should be 

borne (as far as possib le) in the first instance direc1ly by two groups: those 

responsible for the pollution, and those with a direct stake in e nforcement of the 

regime. ('The latter group should be able to anticipate recovering their costs from the 

polluters, so that in the final analysis the polluter-pays principle would apply.) 
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(5) The implementation of the regime should at least not subvert, and at best should 

contribute towards, the development of poor countries . 

(6) The regime should be able 10 take account of the di(ferent positions of specific 

countries :ind industries. 

(7) The regime should make resources available to promote technology transfer -

both the promotion of energy-saving technologies in general, :ind the installation of 

those technologies in less developed counrries. 

5) This paper considers fow- policy options which show promise in the search for a long-run solution 

10 a perceived greenhouse threat. These should be regarded as potentially-complementary, not 

mutually-exclusive, elements in a total policy package. The options are: 

(a) a system of tradeable emission permits or enritlements, issued by an international agency 

and exchanged through an open intemation:ll marketplace; 

(b) a system of detailed quantitat ive emission pcmiits enforceable in international law; 

(c) a system of mxes or levies targeted at emissions or at consumption of specified fuels; 

(d) a convention setting ambient standards to be met on a country-by-country basis, and 

legitimating international sanctions against offending countries. 

6) The rradeable-pemii t oprion has very great attractions in au international setting. II promises 

flexibility, incentive-compatibility, a potential comribution to global equity, .ind the advamnges of 

an impersonal mechanism for secondary allocation of emissions using a clear-cut international price 

mechanism. ft is also in rune with the cvol ution of contemporary thinking on pollution contr0I. 

The two main problems are likely 10 be firs t the amount of political and institutional innovation 

required (the scheme would be appropriate in the context of bold th inking and ambitious targets, 

but could degenerate 10 bureaucratic tinkering if tailored to a cautious defence of the status quo); 

and second the real difficulty of designing a scheme which rewards investments in greenhouse 

sinks while remaining transparem and simple in operation. Because permiL~ would be targeted at 

sources, simplicity would dictate that the quant ity issued be governed by gross global emission 

targets; but the overall aim of policy should be a focus on nfil changes in gas concentrations. A 

possible compromise would be to apply a levy on all transactions in the market for pem1i1s, in order 

to finance incentive$ for siak creation. 

7) The second approach, holding individual polluters accountable for their adherence to 

internationally-set and policed restrictions, pointS to measures which show some promise as part of 

an international convention. But any full-blown auempt at detailed international regulation of 

indiv idua l economic agents faces near-insuperable problems. Quite apart from the large inroads 

• 
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on national sovereignty which would be implied, such a scheme would be likely co prove 

undesirably rigid, and unlikely adequately to address global equity issues. There would also be a 

severe risk of giving windfall renls (i.e. perverse incentives) lO polluters. The best that can be 

hoped for here is probably a trealy giving ci tizens of any country slanding to sue polluters in lhe 

couns of the polluters' own countries on grounds of damage 10 the global commons. 

8) "Carbon taxes" and similar devices are difficult to harmonise internationally, and are open to 

manipulation by individual nations' exchange-rate policies. 1n general such measures work best 

when applied by national governments in pursuit of national objectives; in the international arena, 

there is no institution with the power 10 tax citizens or sec1ors within sovereign nations. 

Individual governments might well be encouraged to develop their own anti-pollution policies by 

means of such devices, especially where such policies are designed 10 make a country a leader of 

world action (as is the case with, for example, Sweden's carbon Lax). BUl Laxes do not represent 

an effective instrument for pursuit of initiatives at I.he international level 

9) An international convention binding participating countries 10 meet certain ambient Standards is the 

mosl obviously feasible first step in confronting the greenhouse problem. The two major 

advantages are first, the limited loss of sovereignry involved (since each government would be free 

to design ics own policies to reach the standards) and second, the use of 1erritory-by-tcrri1ory 

monilOring which would automarica!Jy reflect net, rather than gross, contributions by each country 

LO the overall problem. M11jor issues of accountabilily and enforcement would have 10 be 

resolved, and credible sanctions would have to be at least co111empla1ed 10 bring offenders into line. 

Inremarional sanctions on trade and financial news, however, have limi1ed long-term credibiliLy 

and undesirable side effects on the working of the world economy. A tr.1deable-permit system. of 

the type discussed above, could provide a natural and efficient means of adminis1cring such a 

coavention, provided individual govemmcnas were prepared 10 enforce on their own polluters the 

requirement 10 purchase internationally-issued emission pennils. 

10) The discussion io this paper tries 10 avoid the distinction between "market instruments" and 

"regulation" that bas structured much recent debate on anti-pollution policy, especially in the 

OECD. This is because neither approach on its own offers a fully-satisfactory policy regime. The 

aim in designing an imemarional agreement should be ro assemble a package of measures which arc 

effective and mutually supportive. Our discussion of "economic instruments" lherefore ranges 

across a wider field lhan just narrowly-defined market mechanisms. 
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I. A STATEMEr-.'T OF THE PROBLEM. 

(1. l) Human activi ty is changing the composition of ll1e Earth's aunospherc by discharging into it 

larger volumes of certain gases than the biosphere is capable of absorbing. Changing 

atmospheric composition implies some change in the equilibrium temperature at which the 

atmosphere maintains the terrestrial greenhouse. For the immediate future, the expected 

change is upwards by a few degrees. but there is still great uncenainty about what this implies 

(a) for the Eanh as a whole, and (b) for individual nations. 

(L2) At this stage of scientific research, uncertainty surrounds all predictions of future temperature 

changes, weather patterns, and sea-level changes (Mahlman 1989, White 1989, Schneider and 

Rosenberg 1989). Observations of the rising trend of greenhouse gas concentrations are 

clear-cut. and knowledge of the origins and sinks for these gases is expanding rapidly. 

Predictions of the effects on climate, however, rest heavily on computer simulation models and 

on interpretation of the geological record. Typical statements in recent surveys by scientists are 

" so many ... factors are involved that it is an open question as 10 whether we are 
beginning to see 'greenhouse' climate changes emerge" (Tucker 1989, p.3) 

" neither the precise magnitude nor the global distribution of a change can be 
accurate! y predicted .. . •· (Bolin 1989 p. I) 

"In my view, the jury is out. We are confronted wiith an inverted pyramid of knowledge: 
ii huge and growing roass of proposals for policy action is based upon a handful of real 
factS... Projections based upon mathematical approximations of atmospheric and oceanic 
conditions are credible but uncertain. Evidence from the climatic data is equivocal..." 
(White 1989 p.11). 

(L3) In previous geological eras, the terrestrial biosphere has succeeded in absorbing and fixing high 

atmospheric concentrations of carbon, but the process has been very slow by 1he human time 

scale - tens or bundreds of millions ofye:irs - and has been accompanied by striking changes in 

climate and surviving species. The outlook if present trends continue, therefore, is that at 

some unpredictable stage of atmospheric restrucmring 1here could be rather large effects which 

will impact on the ability of t11c human race 10 continue as a fossil-fuel-using species. 

(1.4) Given the uncertainty over exactly what consequences will flow from the undoubted rise in 

greenhouse gas concentrations, a risk-avoiding strategy by the global human community would 

aim 10 expand knowledge as rapidly as possible, while seeking 10 slow or stop the change in 

atmospheric composirion, thus reducing or removing the risk of catastrophic c limate changes. 

(Oo the ecooomics of catastrophic risk cf Collard 1989.) 

(LS) Neither an adequate research effort, nor effective worldwide pollution abatement, can be expected 
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to resuh from the operation of market mechanisms on their own. Research results and c lean air 

arc public goods; for individual nations and their citizens at each moment of time there are strong 

incentives to free-ride on the efforts of others, and few immediate benefits to be secured from 

going it alone. The effeccs of one country's pollution, or pollution-abatement efforts, are not 

caprured by that country alone because the global ecosystem cakes no account of nntionnl 

boundaries. There are therefore pocential benefits for all from incemational policy cooperation. 

The appropriate model from game theory is the indefinitely-repeated prisoner's dilemma, 

which is known co favour, but not to guarantee, the emergence of cooperative solutions from the 

strategic behaviour of rarional participants (Axelrod 1984; Sugden 1986; Ordeshook 1986 

Chapter 10). 

(I.6) Even in a situation where large countries such as the USA , VK and France appear disposed 10 

take an active leaden;hip role, policy interventions nre most likely 10 be effective if pursued on a 

multilaceral basis. Most literature on anti-pollution policy ins1111mems, however, has focussed 

on the design of national or regional, not global, policy design. This is particularly U"Uc of the 

existing literature on the use of economic instruments (e.g. OECD 1989). In the preparation 

of this paper we did no1 loca1e any systematic treatment of inrcmntional economic instruments, 

even though the issues are substantially different from those faced by national policymakers 

because of the in1ervention of national sovereignry as a consrrai111 upon moves towards world 

government. 

(1.7) Some relevam figures on rhe orders of magnitude involved in the greenhouse process are 

reproduced in Appendix I. The priorities for action in the immediate future seem fairly clear 

(UNEP and Beijer Institute I 989; Dnrmstadter and Edmonds 1989; Bolin 1989; Jackson 1989). 

Elimination of CFCs, and measures which shift the world energy and industrial systems away 

from fossil fuels (or at least cut down the share of coal and oil) come top of the list. rores1 

preservation and reforestation to set back the greenhouse timetable, together with changes in the 

agricultural practices which generate methane and nirrous oxide emissions, come next. 

Reduction in methane leakages from natural gas and coal fields, and measures to remove 

("sequester") CO2 from 1hc atmosphere by long-term biological or mechanical means, also 

figure in the current proposals. The discuss ion in this paper will focus mainly on fossil fuel 

emissions, since the question of CFCs and related ozone-depleting gases is already being 

tackled, so that fossil-fuel use and deforcscation represent the next immediate agenda items for 

international consideration. 

(1.8) The atmospheric-composition problem can be tackled from two sides: sources and sinks. 

Greenhouse gases have many sources, bu t the key marginal addition 10 pre-existing sources has 

been fossil-fuel mining and burning, while the main reduction in pre-existing sinks has come 

from deforestation. Reducing the rate of fossil fuel exploitation, thus, provides one leg of a 
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long-run stmtegy. The other leg focusses on sinks - on increasing the biosphere's capacity 10 

absorb and fix greenhouse gases, and on expanding the scale of anificial sinks, both 1emporary 

and permanent. 

(I.9) The character and effectiveness of sinks varies widely. Only some of the sinks in the biosphere 

result in the fixing of carbon and other greenhouse-gas elements back into long-term inen or 

isolated forms. (Formation of carbonaceous rock on the ocean floor is an example of 

Jong-term fixing.) Most of the sinks in the biosphere, however, are short-run repositories of 

carbon and or.her elements during a stage of the cycle through which they move in nature. 

Trees, for example, fix carbon only for the lifetime of the tree; thereafter, the carbon is returned 

to the atmosphere by decay or barning, unless the tree is physically isolated from the natural 

cycle (for example, by becoming locked into fossil deposits where its carbon may remain for 

millions of years)(Trcxler, Faeth and KrJmer 1989). 

(1.10) Over some range, the biosphere bas the ability to increase its fixing activity, holding down 

atmospheric concentration of C02, for example, by raising the pace of carbon sequestration, 

and possibly by extending the phase of the cycle during which carbon is held out of atmospheric 

circularion - e.g. by more, or longer-lived, rrees. Beyond that range, however, unless some 

new narural or human agency undertakes the task of fixing large amounts of carbon out of the 

atmosphere in inen form - e.g. by scrubbing flue emissions and burying the resulting large 

tonnages of solid carbon underground or on ocean floors - 1he outlook must be a cumulative 

long-tenu build-up in the atmosphere so long as fossil-fuel use continues on a large scale. By 

substituting wood for fossil fuels, a major expansion of world forestry could be part of a 

sustainable Jong-run solution to the problem (Sedjo and Solomon 1989 p. I I 7). 

(1. 11) Because of the uncenainties involved in predicting the timing, scale, and nature of those effects, 

the greenhouse-gas issue is more difficult for economists to analyse th:in the familiar problem of 

the depletion of fossil fuel resources. If &rreenhouse-gas concentrations were expected to 

remain within tolerable limilS up to the point where all existing reserves of fossil fuels are used 

up, then the long-run conscraint within which humanity would have 10 operate would be merely 

that posed by resource depletion - namely, tl1at human energy consumption must ultimately be 

constrained by the availability of renewable energy sources using "backstop" technologies. ]f, 

however, the greenhouse constraint binds before the resource-depletion one does, this shonens 

the timescale within which the transition to renewable, non-fossil energy sources will have to be 

accomplished. 

(1.12) While there exist market mechanisms which (in economic theory at least) are expected to cope 

with the Jong-run problem of fossil-fuel depletion, there are no such self-starting automatic 

mechanisms to deal with global warming. Depletion of a marke1ed resource such as coal or 
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oil, in theory, causes the price or the resource to rise over time as remaining stocks fall, with the 

price eventually tending to infinity as exhaustion is completed. (This is known :is the Hotelling 

principle.) This rising price then provides the incentive for users of the resource to economise 

on itS use, evenntally turning comple tely to substitutes. Over very long timeseales, this must 

imply substitution of renewable energy for depleiable energy sources, provided the economic 

system survives. 

(1.13) ln the case of the greenhouse problem. the re levant resource - an alruosphere approximating lO 

the gaseous composition under which the preseni ecosystem (including ourselves) has evolved -

is a non-marketed public gooct There is !hereforc no built-in mechanism to give expression lo 

the need to economise on depletion of this resource ( where "depletion" is understood in the 

sense of moving the atmosphere's composition away from some initial benchmark). The 

emergence of the greenhouse problem indicates thm in the past, energy resources have not been 

priced according 10 any such optimal, Hotelling-type formu la, adjusted for atmospheric 

externalities from fossil-fuel use. The absence of such an optimal pricing mechanism has led 

to nn excessively high usage rate, which has the effect of sbonening the time now available for a 

transition to renewables, and l0 inadequate incemives 10 induce energy-users to switch to or 

develop renewable backstop technologies. 

(1.14) In designing artificial market mechanisms to deal with environmental issues, it is important to 

bear in mind the imponance of imposing long-run sustainability as a constraint within which 

economic optimisation must take place. If this constraint is not imposed, as a decision taken 

by the present gener,nion to resaict its own resource-using practices, then well-known problems 

arising from the logic of discounting will tend to lead to resource-use decisions which are 

non-optimal, in the very long-run sense thac the presem generation may "rarionally" act in ways 

which eliminate future generations by steering the economic system to extinction. (Page I 977, 

Pearce l 976). Alternative theoretical approaches using multiple rates of time preference (Porter 

1982) lack the operational bite of sustainability rules applied through quantiry regulation (Pearce 

1988). 

(l.l 5) lf the "global community" wishes ro sustain the benchmark atmosphere composition, or a 

composition diverging from the benchma.rk at a limited rate, it will need to establish a system 

approximating the working of a market, or making up in other ways for its absence. In 

presuming the exiscence of sufficient political will to reach such an agreement, and to enforce 

global interests even when this involves some limited surrender of national sovereignty, the 

present paper glosses over key issues of the rransilion to a new order. The purpose here is to 

set out the sort of global measures which might emerge as parts of a negotiated policy to 

stabilise atmospheric composition. 
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(1.16) The speed with which imernational ac1ion against CFCs and halons has taken effec t 

demonstrates the possibility of developing enforceable, or at least workable, agreements on a 

world scale. The approach taken 10 ozone depletion, beginning with a general convention (the 

Vienna Convention) and 1hen adding detailed protocols as information improved and political 

will developed, points 10 the likely sequence of events for greenhouse gases in general. The 

1988 Toronto resolution on C02 emisscions means chat some detailed comrninncnts are already 

in sight. The issues with greenhouse gases. however, are much larger, more diffuse, and 

more complex than is the case with ozone-depleting substances. The lauer are few in number, 

clearly iden tifiable, nnd traceab le to a small number of producers. Consumer boycons of 

non-safe aerosols provide an immed iate, credible incentive for producers to switch 10 

non-depleting ahematives; and the large chemical companies have been happy ro make the 

switch, since backstop technologies are available, and windfall rents can be secured by reducing 

the supply of CFCs in markets where not all users are able to change-over in the shon run. 

(1.17) Greenhouse gases (GHGs) on the other hand, derive from a very wide variety of sources only 

some of which can be individually identified. Sinks are even more difficuh 10 detect. 

Policies are therefore harder to target accurately. At the same time, backstop technologies to 

enable the world to switch over 10 non-fossil-fuel energy are not yet in sight on a sufficient scale 

to permit an immediate halt to net increases in aonospheric concentrations of GHGs. Even in 

the longer nm, the nature of backstop technologies cannot yet be predic ted wi1h any cenainiy. 

Wind, solar. tidal. wave and hydro power aU have a place in a renewable energy system, but 

none yet promises independence of fos~'il fuels. 

(L 18) Nuclear power is more problematic, bo th because of unsolved problems of long-tern, waste 

disposal, and because the production (and ultimate reprocessing) of nuclear fuels involves large 

GHG emissions, regardless of the energy technology used. Mortimer (1989) estimates that a 

nuclear electrical generating system obta.ining fuel from uranium ores of less thnn 100 p.p.m. 

would involve C02 emissions equal 10 cornpnrable fossil-fuel generation systems. Known 

deposits of higher-grade uranium ore would suffice only tO produce 10% of world electricity 

consumption for 150 years. 

(1.19) A crucial component in any long-term solution to the greenhouse problem must be the 

widespread adoption of energy-conserving technologies, whicl1 would directly reduce emissions 

by cutting the energy demand associated with any level of global income. Technically-feasible 

savings amounting to half or more of current energy consumption are quite readily identified 

(Goldemberg et al 1987; Jackson 1989 p.8), but many of these technologies will become 

economically attractive only gradually as research and developme111 lowers their cost and energy 

prices rise. AJiy successful policy regime which reduced emission levels, and allowed markets 

10 transmit the resulting incentives 10 conserve energy, will open the wJy ro subswmial 
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reductions in the world economy's energy 10 GDP rario. Jn tu m, this would -pem1i1 

considerable growth in world income without raising emission levels from those prevailing in 
the early 1980s (Dannstadter and Edmonds 1989). 

IT. GJOPELrNES FOR INTERNATIONAL POLlCT DESJGN 

(II.I) The starting-poim of any atmospheric policy regime would necessarily be an agreed set of 

quamitarive targets, specified in terms of the concemrations of particular gases in the a1mosphere 

10 be achieved at each point in rime over the period of the agreement. Working back from 

these target stocks of atmospheric gases, it would chen be possible 10 prepare tentative upper 

limits on the permissible annual flows of emissions of these g:ises. Such Hmits would be 

tentative because of the uncertainties which exist over the changing levels of global sink 

capacity. Optimistically, sink capacity might rum out larger than expec ted, wruch would make 

the stock targets anainable with greater-than-expected emissions (or alternatively, enable lower 

stock targets to be reached with the given emissions level). Pessimistically, if the stocks of 

gases continue to rise for some time to come, as seems likely, the possibility arises of a 

degradation of sink capacity, which might require unanticipated tightening of emission limits. 

(II.2) The structure of the problem - nying to conrrol annospheric stocks in an environment where sink 

capacity is unpredictable but almost certainly lower than current emission levels - leads 

inexorably 10 the conclusion that the ceriLrepiece of any meaningful policy regime would have 10 

be an enforceable upper limi t on emissions, imposed through a system which is flexible enough 

10 adapt to changes in that limit ns new information becomes available through tirnc. Flexibility 

and efficiency of application arc advantages often claimed for so-called "economic ins011ments" 

whicb harness the price mechanism in the service of environmental regulation (Bohm and 

Russell 1985; OECD 1989), but it is important not to suppose that markets on their own can 

provide a means of defining or achieving sustainable emission li mits. The price mechanism 

can be an efficient servant of emission policies once these are known, but it cannot be a 

substitute for such policies. 

(11.3) We suggest that the key cri teria 10 be met by uny in tcm:uional anti-greenhouse policy regime are 

me following: 

(I) The regime should recognise the imponance of encouraging appropriate sinks as well 
as restricting sources for the targeted pollutants. 

(2) The regime must be effective in reducing emissions of specified pollutants to some 
target path through rime. 

(3) The targets, and Lhe list of specifi ed pollutaa ts, should be able 10 be amended or 
adjusted continually as new information becomes available. 

(4) Monitoring and eaforcement costs should be as low as possible, and should be borne 
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(as far as possible) in the first instance directly by two groups: those responsible for the 
pollution, and those with a direct stake in enforcement of the regime. (The latter group 
should be able 10 antic ipate recovering their costs from the polluters, so that in the final 
ana.lysis the polluter-pays principle would apply.) 

(5) The implementation of the regime should at least not subven, and at best should 
con tribute towards, the development of poor countries. 

(6) The regime should be able to take account of the different positions or specific 
countries and industries. 

(7) The regime should make resources available 10 promote technology transfer - both the 
promotion of energy-saving technologies in general, and the installation of those 
technologies in less developed countries. 

m FOUR POLICY OJ>TIONS QJ/TLINED 

(lll 1) In this section we take it for granted tha1 some mechanism bas been 3!,'Teed upon for sening 

global emission limits. or at least target ambiem standards for the atmosphere. Our concern is 

with the instruments, and ins titu tional arrangements, which might enable such targeis to be 

applied and enforced. The following appear to be the main options open : 

(i) Impersonal market mechan isms for allocating the right to emit greenhouse gases could be 

established which obliged individu:11 polluters 10 pay a price for their emiss ions, and 

wh.ich drove that price to whatever level was required to achieve the rationed level of 

global emissions. This would require some new propeny rights 10 be created and 

allocated, and a legal basis for their enforcement agreed to by all nations. 

(ii) Direct legal restrictions on individua l emission sources could be used, under a sys1em 

which established unifom1 emission standards across couatries and which specified 

significant penalties for any breach of 1he regulations. Such a system would be based 

upon the concept of "damage 10 the global commons", and might be structured to give 

any individual or organization legal standing to sue an offending polluter, either in the 

couns of the poll uter's own country, o r in some international environmental col!l110 be 

established by the treaty. 

(iii) Pigovian ta,ces ("car bon taxes" ) could be imposed on polluters, at rates believed sufficient 

to reduce global emissio ns within 1he target levels. Such taxes would have to be 

collected by some agency - either an in1ernational body, or the participating national 

governments - and the disp0sal of the revenues would then be by institu1ional decisions 

at that level. Some index ing mechanism would be needed to ensure thac exchange-rate 

changes did not result in severe tToss-country distortions in the true incidence of the tax, 

and a registration system would be needed 10 identify emitting agents; this administrative 

and enforcement infrastructure would need 10 be financed, presumably from the 
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proceeds of the mx. Taxes could be targeted either directly at emissions, or (easier 10 

enforce) as levies on the production or consumption o f specified fossil fuels. 

(iv) Governments could be made accountable for their territorial net emissions, or terri torial 

ambient standards, with accountability enforced if necessary by a regime of internat ional 

trade and financial sanctions. Such a regime would leave to each individual national 

government Lhe decision on how LO limit emissions wi thin its jurisdiction, but would 

provide strong incentives for them to do so by holding each state liable for excess global 

pollution costs generated in the process of producing its Gross Domestic Product 

(including, of course, i ts export production). To be credible, such a scheme would 

have 10 be able 10 threaten effective sanctions against any offending nation, up 10 and 

including the USA or USSR, without in the process completely disrnpting the world 

economy. Because of the familiar problems with sanctions. there would in practice be 

heavy emphasis on consensus-building and moral suasion LO bring nations into line. A 

central requirement would be a strong and incorruptible international agency with an 

unimpeachable reputation for fairness in its allocation of country emission quotas. or 

setting of country-by-country ambient standards, and with the moral authority to face 

down recalcitrant naiional authorities. Sanctions, if agreed, would be avai lable 10 be 

used against the trade and investment activity of any country identilied as exceedfog an 

agreed quota of (gross or net) emissions, or guilty of failing 10 achieve agreed ambient 

standards . This would effectively be an extens ion of existing anti-dumping 

arrangements. 

(ID.2) All four regimes have precedents of a sort in recent history and in intemarional law. The 

secrioos which follow look i11 more detail at the design and operation of hypotherical systems 

under each heading. The discussion will focus on the following issues: 

- feasibility of designing an effective policy regime 

- simplic ity of the scheme in operation 

- extent of encroachmelll on national sovereignty (and hence nccep1abili1y to national states) 

- degree of conflict with existing legal and economic frameworks 

- redistributive consequences. 

(ffi.3) The goal should be to identify a regime which is effective, simple, self-enforcing, politically 

acceptable, progressive if anything in its impact on world income distribution, and which 

requi res the min imum of overarching international authority . Of the four regimes 

considered, the first comes closest lO meeting these criteria, but would be impossible to 

operate without the son of international convention outlined in Ill. I (iv) above, under which 

governments would accept responsibility for ensuring that international standards applied 

domestically. A combination of (i) and (iv), thus, could provide the mainstay of a global 
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policy. Elements of (ii) could usefully be included, and individual governmems would 

remain free to use (iii) domestically as !hey saw fil. 

(ID.4) The four sections which follow consider rlie four identified options in turn. 

TV. A MARKET-CREAT[NG APPROACH: TRADEABLE E11{DILEMEr-rrs 

(IV. l) The regime 10 be outlined here is in effect a combination of existing US systems of "tradcable 

emission permits" and the OECD's "polluter pays principle", but is designed to operate on an 

international scale. Experience with t:radeable permits has to dare been resuicted to national 

or sub-national political units, where results have been patchy (llahn 1989; Tietenberg, 

1985). Most recent theoretical discussion of cradeable-penni1 systems has also been 

confined to national or EEC-wide schemes (e.g. Bohm and Russell 1985; Stavins et al 1988; 

OECO 1989; Opschoor and Vos 1989; Tietenberg 1988 Chapters 14-16). Such instruments, 

however, seem ideally suited to the international arena for dealing with large-scale emissions 

of near-homogeneous pollutant g,1scs. 

(lV.2) The key instirution required would be an international agency recognised as che sole legitimate 

issuer of global emission entitlements, acring on the basis of an agreed global budget for gross 

greenhouse gas emissisons, and functioning in a way somewhat reminiscent of the monetary 

functions of central banks. National governments would a1,-ree not themselves co issue global 

emission pennits, but to require their nationals to obtain global entitlements for all emissions 

of specified gases. (Within the constraint imposed by the fixed global budget, individual 

countries would of course be free to undertake whatever domestic policies they wished to deal 

with lower-level environmental problems - for example, local tradeable-pennit systems to 

overcome "hotsporting", or regional arrangements to deal with acid rain, would be entirely 

acceptable provided they did nOI enable any breach of the global emissions budget.) 

(IV.3) The [WO central features of a workable scheme would be, first, the issuing at international 

level of a fixed set of emission entitlements (rations) adding-up to 100% of the global 

emissions budget for the period; and second, the initial allocation of these enti1lcmems 12 

panies other than the polluters, so that each emission source would have co enter the market 

and pay the full current-market value of its planned emissions. This second point 

differentiates the proposed regime from the existing US schemes, which allocate permits to 

ex-isting polluters and then allow newcomers to "buy in". Those schemes have well-known 

drawbacks in tenns of the monopoly position of existing polluters nnd the non-competitive 

narure of the bidding process when permits are actually traded. (Lyon 1982; Misiolek and 

Elder 1989; Hahn 1989). 
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(1V .4) The simplest and most tle:<lble type of entitlemenl would give I.be possessor ritle 10 a specified 

.ffii!lll of the global emissions budget iJl force at the time for a specified pollutant. Emiucrs 

wishing to emit more than one gas would therefore need 10 possess an appropriate ponfolio of 

en titlemems. Global targets could then be revised without having 10 recall or re-issue any 

documcmation, and target revisions would immediately be reflected in the market value of 

entitlements. Such a system would immediately allocate any change in global emission 

targets among permit-holders worldwide, on a transparent basis. 

(IV.5) An alternative form of entitlement could carry I.be right 10 emit a specified quantity of pollutant 

at any time prior to expiry of the entitlement. Such a system , however, would be slower to 

adjust to changes in global targets, although it would enable emitring activities to plan with 

greater cenainty. Systems of lhls kind have an inherent tendency 10 act as an upward ratchet 

on emission levels, suggesting thac if a t aU possible the percentage-share approach of (IV.4} 

should be used. Funhermore, any uncertainty for polluters operaUng under a 

percentage-share system would be merely the global uncenainty about the level of global 

emissions which proves sustainable; the percentage-share system ensures that the main burden 

of this uncenainty is carried by polluters, whereas the fixed-q uantity approach loads the coses 

of uncertaimy Onto the community at large. 

(IV .6) Each entitlement should have an expi1y date after which it become worthless. These expiry 

dates could either correspond to the end of Lhe currem period, or could extend over several 

periods (perhaps up to ten years); the latter version, allowing inter-temporal substitution of 

emission savings, would be more attractive from an economic-efficiency point of view. The 

rationale for this limi ted life of pennits is to mainmin an active market in permiis, and 10 make 

it far more difficult for any sector or bloc of countries to "corner the market" in che long run. 

The term of an entitlement should be set at a period roughly corresponding to the inves1mem 

planning horizon of private-sector finns, so that each genemtion of invesnnent can be planned 

in an environment where sufficient emission entitlements can be secured in advance. /\nnu,ll 

issues of ten-year entitlements amounting co one-tenth of the global budget would seem 

consistent wiLh this approach, maintaining the liquidity of the open market while providing 

scope for forward purchasing as industrial investment plans are carried out. 

(lV.7) Entitlements would be freely rradeable in an international market comparable 10 (possibly 

integrated with) existing sharemarke1s. Governments or private citizens of any country 

would be fTee 10 buy or sell; brokers could operate; and the spot price would float to a current 

market valuation of marginal emissions. By making the market fully free, issuing 

entitlements in small divisable units, and giving them a fixed tenn, it should be possible to 

prevent any naUon(s) or firm(s) from cornering the market; the market would. in other 
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words, be as nearly "perfect" as possible. 

(TV.8) The allocation of newly-issued entitlements would obviously carry strong income-distribution 

ovenones, since the initial possessor would be able LO lay claim 10 1he marker value or the 

entitlement Appendix 2 prcsen1s a simple economic model to show how rcms arise as n 

result of emission rationing, and how they tend LO be distributed under various rationing 

regimes. In rradeablc-permiL systems, rents accrue either to the issuing agency (if 

enritlemen1 s arc auc tioned LO cap1ure all rent as seigniorage) or 10 the rtrs1 holder of the 

entitlement In the scheme considered here, 1he issuing au1hority would forego seigniorage 

and allow the rents to go as transfer incomes to target groups of rccipienis. 

(TV.9) Jn existing US rradeable-pemiir systems, and New Zealand fisheries quotas, the tendency has 

been either 10 allocate pem1its pro rnta to existing pollmers, or LO auction them off so L11ar the 

issuing authori1y caprures the scarci1y rems as revenue (Lyon 1982). From equity and 

incentive points of view, both of these allocation rules are very undesirable. Toe firs1 gives 

special insider status 10 pollu1crs, rewarding them for having inves1ed in environmentally 

damaging acriviries, giving incent·ives for 01hers 10 do likewise, and e nabling insiders 10 use 

permits as barriers to entry. lbc second opens up 1he risk of revenue-maximising behaviour 

by the issuing agency. The 1asks facing 1he regulating agency should be clear and 

unambiguous: 10 commission sufficieni research 10 set the global pollu1ion budgets within 

s ustainable limits, and to comrol the total outstanding stock of entitlements wilhin 1hose 

budgets. Tying the agency's funding di rectly 10 i1s issu ing behaviour introduces severe 

problems or moral hazard whfoh at the very least would damage the credibili ry of tl1c exercise. 

(TV.JO) How then should emission entitleme nts be injected into the world economy? Since the 

world's rich arc the chief polluters of the atmosphere, there are s1rong equity (and some 

efficiency) grounds for allocating ent itlements injtially to the world's poor, so tha1 the 

necessary purchase of emitlements by the world's polluters would generate a ftnancial flow 

from rich 10 poor, hopefully providing resources 10 encourage development of the poor 

countries. ln practice there would be several complex issues to resolve with any such 

allocation: 

(i) which countries are identified as "poor"? 

(ii) are entitlements to be alloca1cd 10 governments, or 01her agencies (e.g. voluntary 

agencies working wit.h the poor in each country) or both? 

(iii) should special 1rea1men1 be gi.ven to countries with an established anti-greenhouse 

stance, or particular large biological sinks (rainfores1s, for example)? 

Such issues, however, are the stuff of international negoria1ions, and not 10 be settled a 

priori.. 
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(TV. I I) A major attraction of 1he idea of arlocating entil.lemems 10 the world market via 1he poor 

countries is 1hat ii provides a vehicle for resolving several other pressing issues of 

international policy at the same time as addressing the greenhouse problem. In particular, a 

mechanism would be opened up for alleviating the position of heavily-indeb1ed countries 

without in the process discrimminating against those LDCs which have kept themselves free 

of crippling ex1emal indebtedness. While indebted countries would gain servicing capaci1y, 

non-indebted counaies would gain disposable funding for new invcstmen1. Tn the early 

stages, financial flows would be relatively small; bu1 as emission limits tigh1ened there would 

be a rising stream of financial transfers towards LDCs. 

(IY.12) An alternative allocation rule would be to treal all citizens of 1he world as equals, and to 

alloca1e entitlements among countries on the basis of population. This would raise 1hc 

possibility of China and India acquiring a degree of monopoly power ia 1he murket, bu1 in 

general would give a similar result 10 the first allocation in 1errns of imemational fi nancial 

transfers. rt might also be more politically acceptable than a straight grant 10 "poor 

countries". 

(lV.13) A lhird possibility would be 10 allocate enti1lemen1s among countries in inverse proportion to 
their per capita consumption of fossil fuels. This would directly reward those countries 

which moved seriously 10 renewable energy, while al the s:lme lime helping coumries with 

low levels of development and hence low total energy consumption. It would be more 

complex 10 administer than the "poor country" or "population-rela1cd" alloca1ions already 

discussed, and would require an agreed basis for measurement of per-capita pollution. 

Appendix 3 presents some recent fig=s on per-capita carbon emissions to illusu·nie how such 

an allocation rule might look in practice. 

(TV.14) In a perfect lheoretical world, emission emillements could be issued 10 individual citizens 

rather than national governments. In prac1ice, market frictions and 1ransactions costs rule 

this out However, pursui1 of equi1y goals mighc sugges1 that of the "shares" allocated to 

poor countries, some proportion should go 10 private or voluntary agencies working mainly 

with the poor. This could provide a means of encouraging and financing lhe adoprion of 

small-scale cnergy-efficieni cechnologies and reducing deforestation pressures in poor 

countries. 

(IV. l 5) Moni1oring and cnforcemenc could be undertaken in a variety of wnys. If poor countries 

received lhe initial allocation, this would amoum to an incentive for each of them 10 ensure thar 

rich-councry pollu1ers were indeed purchasing entitlementS appropriate 10 their emission 

levels, since this would directly affect the market return from sale of entitlements. 
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Monitoring arrangements should then emerge sponumeously, with poor-country interes1s 
hiring monitoring speciulists to identify pollu1ers openiting without entillemenL It is likely, 

however, thai some degree of government involvemen1 would be appropriate to supplement 
such market-driven monitoring. National governmen1s, in panicular, could be called on to 

maimaio public registers of entitlement utilization, so that non-government agencies would be 
enabled to check on compliance by individual polluters. 

(TV.16) Verified sinks newly created by investments such as afforestation could earn "credits" in the 
form either of additional "shares" in the global emission budget, or as a monetary return 

financed from a levy on entitleme111-market lransactions. Countries which wished to do so 
could perhaps be permitted to net new sinks against existing sources, in order 10 reduce their 

net requirement for entitlements bought-in on the open market. (Ibis would be an extension 

of the familiar "bubble" provision in US cradcable-permit schemes.) New sinks which did not 
permanently neurralise the carbon or other pollutams would, of course, earn only reduced 

credits, depending on the estimated date at which the pollutants would re-enter the atmosphere 

(e.g. at harvest and utilisation of trees). 

(IV.17) All of these possible ways of rewarding sink preservation or creation, however, are io the 
nature of ad Jwc additions 10 the basic scheme. The emission-permit system is basically a 

means of targeting policy-determined quantity restrictions on emission sources. and even the 

most flexible "bubble" schemes to dale have allowed only emission reductions, not new 

sinks, to earn credits (i.e. the right 10 increase emissions at otl1er sites). Recent trends in the 

US and Aostralia point to the emergence of "swap" arrangements, under which new pollution 

sources will be "neutral ised" by the simultaneous establishment of equivalent sinks (usually 
by afforestation) (F. Pearce l 988; Trexler, Faeth and Kramer 1989; Suue of Victoria 1989). 

However, such arrangements seem likely to emerge more for public-relations reasons than 

because of any monetary lncencives for sink creation. 

(!V.18) Extending a tradeable-permit scheme 10 give credit for sink creation or expansion would 

render the scheme very complex, and make it prone to arbitrary decisions on which (alleged) 
sinks should qualify for credit. While sink}source swaps arc easily identified and monitored 

at the level of large individual pollution sources. they cannot readi ly be kept track of at smaller 

scales of operation; and in any case, to allow polluters 10 reap commercial benefit from 

establishing sinks. while denying equal returns to non-polluters who establish sinks, would 
be economically inefficient as well as inequitable. If, therefore. a rradeable-permit scheme 

were adopted, the best approach would be 10 target the permits at gross emissions (i.e. not to 

allow individual polluters to trade-off new sinks against new sources) while opera ting a 
separate, but parallel, policy of incentives for reforestation and other sink-creating activities. 

Such an arrangement would not be fully optimal, but would constitute a pragmatic response 10 
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the administrative problems of targeting net emissions (which would logically have to include 

credit for negative emissions. i.e. sinks). 

(IV. 19) There are a number of pitfalls to be avoided in any scheme to subsidise the creation of 

sinks. Most obvious is the possibility that perverse incentives could be created • for example, 

to destroy standing rainforest in order 10 replam the area with high-carbon-absorbing species 

which could earn higher rents from the subsidy programme. This is an issue which requires 

more derailed research before clear policy recommendations could be made. 

(IV.20) [n theory it might seem !hat a simpler alternative 10 distributing e111 itlemen1s would be 10 

al low the international issuing agency 10 auction the cnri!lemems, and then distribute the 

proceeds as monetary grants 10, e.g .• poor countries. In practice, we believe that such a 

-procedure would be a recipe for disaster. First, the moral hazard problem alluded 10 above 

(IV.9) is exu-cmely impona111. Second, by making the actual amounts of money distributed 

the result of direct administrative decisions, rather than of an impersonal market processes, 

such an arrangeme111 would expose the agency 10 pressures which would greatly reduce its 

nexibilicy in, and concentration on. its central task of fixing the global emissions budgeL 

Third, an initial auction would open the prospect of rich countries or economic sectors 

cornering the emissions market at the outset; a major reason for spreading 1hc inicial alloc111ion 

widely aniong the relatively-disadvantaged is 10 force polluters into rhe open market where the 

poor have the means (by dint of lhcir initial endowment of entitlements) 10 deal on a relatively 

equal footing with the rich. Fourth, the timing of the sale, and of the distribution of 

monetary proceeds, would be dictated by the central agency bureaucracy, ra ther than leaving 

timing decisions to the free choice of firs1-round endowme111 holders. For most Third-World 

countries, control over economic processes is at least as important an issue as mere access 10 

cash. 

V. LEGALLY-Ei".:ffORCEABLE REGULATION OF INDIVIDUAL EMISSIONS 

(V. I) A policy regime based on legal enforcement of pollution regulations would beg1n from an 

agreement by all panicipating councries 10 embody in their domestic legislation a common set 

of pollution standards. "These could take the form either of required ambient standards in the 

vicinity of any plan t, or of quantitative restrictions on the emissions from plants or localities. 

lf it were further agreed that any infringement of the regulations constitu ted damage 10 the 

global commons, it could be open 10 individuals or organizations of any councry to initiate 

legal proceedings against offending individuals or firms. An international agreement which 

provided sumding for both the global atmospheric monitoring agency, and the citizens of any 
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country, to initiate legal actions, would open the way for rcgula1ions 10 be enforced through 

the courts at minimum cost 10 national governmentS. The agreement would have 10 specify 

the jurisdiction under which such cases would be heard (probably the offender's own 

country, but conceivably a new international environmental court established under United 

Nations auspices with the consent of all participating countries). Existing practice with 

regard 10 1he liabil ity of shipowners and shippers for oi l spills and other pollution on the high 

seas could point the way 10 how such a system might work. 

(V.2) Difficulties could obviously arise where governments sought 10 slueld their nationals from 

legal proceedings. A combin:1tion of montl suasion, international odium and time would have 

10 be relied on to deal with such obstacles in the long 1erm. 

(V.3) Some au thoritative source of evidence of breaches of the agreed limits would be needed. 

This could come either from national governments, polic ing 1he behaviour of their own 

citizens; or it could involve an international agency, conducting random sampling and 

publishing the results, while also being available 10 check any specific source of pollution on 

request. Non-govemmem agencies, and individuals, could also collec t their own evidence. 

(V.4) As Appendix 2 demonstrates, a by-product of any policy regime which resoicts the quantity of 

a good reaching the market is the generation of scarcity rents as the price of 1he good is driven 

up above its supply cost. lf no action is tnken 10 allocate or mop-up these rents, they wiU 

accrue 10 the supplier of the scarce commodi1y - in 1his case, to the producer of goods which 

are jointly produced with greenhouse gases. This problem of windfall renrs arising from 

quantity restrictions bas already become apparent in the US chemical industry following 1he 

implemema1ion of 1he Montreal Protocol on CFC reductions, and it1 response the 

Eovironmemal Protection Agency has moved towards an auctioned-quota system designed to 

capture some at least of these rents as government revenue. On an imernarional scale, where 

the willingness of national governments 10 apply confiscatory raxation to rents can be expec1ed 

to vary widely, there is a real danger that transnational corporations may farm-our their 

polluting activities around the world in order 10 maximise their excess profits. 

YI. "CARBON TAXES" ON KEY PQLLUf ANTS 

(VI.I) The use of Pigovian taxes 10 Eight pollution has increased rapidly in political acceptabifay in 

recent decades, due largely 10 1he spread of such taxes in the EEC countries (Opschoor and 

Vos 1989). Recently, Sweden has imposed a specific "carbon tax" on fossil fuels, and other 

countries such as the UK (Bcndixson 1989) are moving in the same direction. While such 

country-specific tax in1ervemions make some sense in a situation where unilateral initiatives 
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are the dominant response 10 the greenhouse problem, there are more difficulties when we 

tum to the possibility of an in1emational tax regime. 

(VT.2) The aim of a pollution t:ax is to internalise the cost of using fossil fuels and production 

processes which create large volumes of greenhouse gases. In tbeory, the tax should be 

targeted specifically al emissions from each source; in practice a simpler and highly effective 

approach is to impose taxes at key "gateways" in the production process. Coal can be laxed 

on a per-tonne-of-expected-emissions basis as it leaves the mine; similarly oil and gas can be 

taxed at the weU-hcad. Such arrangements are easier co implement than direct emissions 

monitoring, but are open to the rather important objection thm Lhey offer no incentive for users 

of these fuels 10 minimise acmal emL~sions. 

(V 1.3) To avoid sovereignty conflicts, the cotlecting and enforcing agency would probably have 10 

be the national state apparams in each country. With tax rates specified administratively in 

local currency, it would be cumbersome LO adjust them continually to mainta in consLanl 

monetary values in a world of shifting exchange rates. ft would therefore probably be most 

convenient to set each nation an emissions target 10 be mel via use of the Lax instrument, and 

to leave the assessment oflocal price elasticities, and hence the sening of an appropriate mx 

rate, to local initiative. 

(VT.3) An unfortunate fearurc of such a regime wot1ld be the moral hazard aspect Any one 

country, acting alone, would have an incentive to manip ula te its tax rate and/or nominal 

exchange rate, in order 10 change the real incidence of the "carbon rax" on its domestic 

producers, and thus give them an increased share of world markets. 

(Vl.4) The other side of this coin is that any one country acti ng on it~ own to impose carbon taxes 

will be unl ikely to have any major impact on global am1ospheric crends, because a cut in any 

single counrry's share of global fossil-fuel supply can readily be made-up by competing 

suppliers (Darmstadter and Edmonds 1989, p.46). 

(Vf.5) A tax regime, thus, would be very difficult to harmonise and monitor on an international 

scale, because of the problems posed by national sovereignty and Lhe incentives for nations 10 

break ranks. Because there is no wor ld governmem wi th taxing powers, pollution ruxcs will 

of necessity be designed country by country, by national governments, as a means either of 

meeting agreed national ambien t standards, or of tightening-up the individual coumry's 

performance relative to the agreed global standards. (Sweden already uses its domestic tax 

system in this way, LO impose penalties on pollu ters in advance of a full international 

agreement.) 
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(VI.6) 1f an international regime were to place primary reliance on taxes, some international backstop 

would be needed to ensure that national authorities had ibc incentive 10 impose adequate tax 

levels. This could take the form of an agreement 10 impose Lradc sanctions against the 

products of countries failing to impose appropriate pollution taxes (see section VlJ below). 

(VI.7) A further major drawback of the tax approach at both national and international levels is the 

extreme difficulty of setting the right tax rate to achieve quamity targets. In general, m.xes are 

very blunt instruments, being dependent for their impact on elasticities of supply and demand, 

together with LechnologicaJ and income influences on the relevant markets. Most stndies 

agree that where clear quantity standards can be defined, direcL regulation or rradeable permits 

offer beuer-targeted means of intervention than taxes. 

(VI.8) The major advantage of taxes is the revenue which they generate, which may be earmarked 

for pollution abatement or research purposes. Jn fact it is likely that any in1em:1Lional policy 

regime 10 confront the greenhouse effect will need 10 operate ~ome son of levy to finance 

research and abatement activities. Such levies, however, need not be direct taxes on 

pollmants. International country-by-country levies on the basis of population or income 

would be easier to administer and not obviously less equitable (since all people benefit from 

the research or abatement). Another alternative would be to impose a small transactions tax 

on all transactions involving the exchange of tradcable permits, under the regime outlined in 

section IV above. 

(Vl.9) The use of subsidies as a means of promoting pollution abatement is nor recommended. 

Subsidies to encourage, for example, che installation of pollution-abatement equipment by 

major polluters, provide no real incentive for them to reduce the polluting uctiv icy itself. At 

the same time, subsidies load the cosrs of abatement onto taxpayers n11her chan directly onto 

the polluters. Appendix 4 provides a simple economic model of these issues. A tax on 

pollution is both more efficien t (because it generates the incentive 10 reduce the offending 

activity) and more equitable (the polluter-pays principle) than subsidies. 

VII. AN INIERNAT[QNAL CONVENTION BJNDING GOVF,RNME!I.TS 

(VU. I) The problems inherent in trying to target global measures at individual emission sources nre 

likely 10 be resolved only in the context of a general international agreement which bound 

national governments to adhere 10, and act in support of, some set of quantita tive guidelines. 

If such agreement is possible, then it is obviously desirable to secure as much rujJeage as 

possible from the resulting global accord. 
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(VII.2) One obvious possibility would be for each country 10 agree 10 seek to achieve ambient 

standards for gree nhouse gas concentrations below some specified set of targets. In pursuit 

of these standards, governments would obviously need 10 design domestic policy regimes 

which minimised ~ GHG emissions, which would provide an obvious and welcome 

incentive for national governments to provide incentives to encourage sink creation. 1n 

regions of contiguous nation-states with problems of rransboundary pollution, there would be 

scope for joint regional action of the son long discussed in the EEC (e.g. ,va11er 1975). 

(VlI.3) Monitoring of atmospheric concentrations in particular countries would be relatively easy 

provided access was not denied 10 intemarional observers (note the precedent of recent nuclear 

test ban agreements). Technology for si te-specific monitoring is already well established, 

and the development of sa1elli1e technology for remote sensing of atmospheric composition 

would permit monitoring on quite a detailed geographical scale. 

(VIT.4) Achievement and enforcement of an international greenhouse-gas convention will undeniably 

face considerable problems (cf Darms~dter and Edmonds 1989, pp.46-47). 

First, not al l countries ex-pect to be losers from greenhouse warming, for the next 

half-cen tury at least. Many may prefer LO take action aimed at adapting to climate 

change rather than trying 10 prevent it. 

Second, the stakes are higher than in the relatively simple case of CFCs, because of the 

Ligh1er links between Co2 e missions and economic growth (although recent 

scenario analysis indicates that world per capita income could feasibly be trebled by 

2050 while cutting C02 emissions below current levels)(Dar111s1ad1er and Edmonds 

1989, p.43). 

Third , since the most intense pressure will fall on use of coal, there will be ccr1ain 

countries which see their future growth especially threatened (sec Appendix 3). 

China, India, the USSR and Poland stand out in this group; bringing the first two 

into any international convention will be a major exercise in diplomacy. 

(VTLS) Two types of international action could be relevant in prodding reluctant counuies into line: 

political or dip lomatic pressure 10 induce ull nations 10 conform co in1emationally agreed 

standards of environmental protection, and use of economic instruments for the sa111e 

purpose. The discussion in the remainder of this section will focus on the second of these, 

mking for !,'TI111lcd that the first will be an essential prut of rurL international policy regime. 

(VTI.6) The rationale for international conventions which set standards for countries to meet, and 

i111posed trade or financial sanctions on offenders, would be similar 10 thn1 already applying to 

dumping. Dumping occurs when a country's producers seli their goods on the world market 

at prices below their true cost of production, usually defined in tcnns o f the market supply 
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price in the country of origin. In lhe case of greenhouse pollutants, when the production of 

an export commodicy involved greenhouse pollution in excess of interna tionally-accepted 

nonns, the exporting country could face crade sanctions on the basis of failure to include in the 

product price the excess cost imposed on the global environment by pollution. 

(VIT.7) Discussion of 1rade sanctions hns already taken place under lhe Vienna Convention and 

Mon1real Protocol in relation 10 produc1s comnining CFCs and halons. Sanctions can 

include imposition of impon taxes on the offending products, or on all products from 

offending countries; or ouuight bans until the exponer achieves confom1ity with agreed 

international standards. 

(VTI.8) The mechanisms for operaring such a system would need 10 be hannonised with, or even 

built into. existing trade agreements such as GATT. 

(VTI.9) The obvious difficulty with a sanctions system is that lhe coun1ries mos1 likely 10 offend in 

the early stages are the possessors of considerable market and political power, and often have 

relatively low trade ratios (hence relatively low vulnerabili1y 10 sanctions). A general 

observation is 1ha1 1he rario ExporrslGDP varies widely across coun1ries, and tends 10 be 

negatively correlated with GDP (that is, poorer counuies rend 10 be more 1rade-dependent, as 

do smaller economies). lmpon.uu exceptions are China and lndia, both of which are 

relatively irnpcrvio11s to sanctions - especially the former at its present stage of development. 

A system which placed the onus on the weaker countries io impose sanc1ions on the stronger 

runs into the problem of incentive incompatibility - namely, 1hal' wha1evercommitmen1s are 

entered into at the outset, it wiU not be in the self-interest of the weaker counrries to impose 

sanc1ions in the face of possible retaliation from the strong. 

(VII. 10) There is thus a premium placed on world leadership by the great powers in confronting 1he 

greenhouse issue. Sanctions regimes work best when deployed by the strong against the 

weak. They have pmential value as a means by which a majority coalition of nations could 

pressure panicular recalcitrant countries into line, bm they are of most obvious relevance in a 

situation where the great powers iake a leadership role in combating the greenhouse effect, 

and set out 10 persuade other nations 10 join them. 

Vlrt CONCLUSION 

(VIll.1} This paper has undertaken only a preliminary reconnaissance of a very large field. We 

were disappointed not to find more systematic discussion of 1he operation of imernarional 

regulatory instrumentS in the economics and environmental-science literature. It is possible 

,hat a survey of 1he li1erature in international law would yield at least some important 
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principles and precedents, and possibly some detailed consideration of the concrete steps 

required to establish international policies on the greenhouse problem. Jn the time available 

for preparation of this paper we were aot able to undertake such a survey. 

(VITT.2) Our consideration of four policy opt ions for resa-icting emissions suggests that the two 

instrumenL~ mos1 often found in national regulatory systems - detailed quantity limits for 

individual sources, and use of pollution taxes - were the two which appear least attractive 

when carried across 10 the international setting. fn contrast, the trudeable-permit concept, 

which has had a difficult early life in practice in the USA and New Zealnnd, seems 10 offer 

much greater scope for successful application as an international instrument operating under 

the umbrella of an international convention on greenhouse gases. A regime which 

legitimated a set of inremationally-rradeable emission entitlements 10 restrict gross emissions, 

while at the same time driving pollution prices 10 levels sufficient to induce large-scale 

substitution towards energy-saving and renewable energy systems, could open the way 10 

solving other pressing international issues of poverty and indebtedness. Backed up by the 

credible threat of collective sanctions against offenders, and supplemented by (unavoidably ad 

hoe) policies to encourage sink creation, such a policy regime could point the world economy 

LOwards achievement of reasonable growth aspirations while a1 leas1 limiting, and hopefully 

reversing, the buildup of greenhouse gases. Scenario analysis points 10 the feusibility of 

such an outcome (Darnstadter and Edmonds 1989; US-NetherlandsExpens Group 1989), and 

the time scales involved arc long enough to permit the emergence of an international 

consensus, and some early experiments with alternative policy instruments and new 

institutions. 

(Vlll.3) We would emphasize tha1 I.he four main options canvassed in th is paper should not be 

in terpreted as mutually-exclusive alternatives. We have taken a broad approach which tries 

not 10 deal with "economic instruments" in isolation from other elements of ,l realistic policy 

package, and we doubt that any single policy could, on its own, be successful in tackling the 

complexities of the greenhouse issue. In terms of the principles outlined in JJ.3, none of our 

options on its own meets all seven. (Our preferred version of tl1e tradeable-permits approach, 

if buttressed by international legal conventions, comes closest 10 doing so but fails to offer 

any means of encouraging sink crearion in other than an ad-hoe manner.) 

(VID.4) There remain enormous problems to be confronted merely to negotiate and implement any 

international agreement. The precise nature of the institutions required, and their relation with 

existing international organisations and agencies, is still unclear. The probh:m of securing 

consensus in a world where there are both winners and lose rs in virtually any scenario 

remains daunting. lronicaJly, however, it may be easier 10 secure agreement now, when 

uncertainties are very great, than later on when the scientific evidence on the demils of climate 
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change fums up aod individual councries become able better 10 determine whether they fall 

into !he winner or the loser category. 
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Appendix l 

Basic Dar:i on Greenhouse Effects: Some Tables and Charu from !he Recem Liter;inJCe 

Dannstadter and Edmonds (1989) pp.37 & 38: 

Human Development and C02 Emissions: Current Picture and Long-Term Prospects 

Table 3-1 . Annual Emissions Budget Estim:1tes for Se"c:n R:idiath'dy .lmportaut Cases 

CO:' co• CH.' N:O• NO/' CFO, 
Soume (MtC) ,~1:Cl (MtC) (Mc',) (ML'l (Ml) 

ENERGY J.~ 2-IO so >.O 26.0 
Produ...~ 

Gu 96 20 
C031 10 
St0r.11c "° EodUS< 
RcsideotW/Commetcial } !00 20 0A I. I 
(nduwW 3.,00 10 I~ 4.J 

Tnnspon 90 tl.2 
Utilities l.JSO '?A 9 .6 

LA.','1).USE OIA.'IGES I.JOO 160 20 o..s 
., GRJCULTUR!! 110 175 1.3 6.0 

S:,v,onabur.w,g 110 30 0. J 6.0 
Rice 70 
F=iur o.s 
Cultivated SOLIS 1.5 
Cm!, 15 

Cl!E."IIC . .U MA.'flJFACTIJRE o.n 
Rcirigc:::2tioo 0.03 
foam-blowing uses 0.18 
Aaosol sprgy Uie$ 0. lO 
\fis.::U~ USC.$ '- 0.02 

37 

CF:CJ: 
IMI) 

0.J.4 
O.!'; 
o.o,s 
O.IJ 
0.03 

.V~u.: ~ uittn'Jh !,.'I :,:-.'ffl lD WucobJc:5 2nd Edmonds (1988). MtC • mW.Ion roos c:uboo; ~flN • miilJoo tons n.i1.rogcn: ~Cc = million 
t0ns: daJh.es denote: zero or not s1gnific.lni. 

Sow<,• WU<bblcs ...t Edmonds (19U). 
'C:1:Wn dioJUde em:issions figures ~ based oo Lhe :o<aJ c:i.rlx,n c:onc~a.:. o( the: fuels :uxl. biom.us s:ocks oAJdtz...~. v.-itho1u ~(t ~ tO the !ttiuaJ form 

tNt the cuooa ekes ~ if, o.1-.cthc.t lht Qtboo ~ iniuall) u CO. Oi-l, CO:, or so~ otbe: c::ut,o.n compound). Th,Js ronvc:uion is .JdOpled on &,e 
iround.5 th.nt 1111 carbon C'Ompound.s evcarually o:tidltc to CO::. In prillt'lplc. the em,ssfon.'I fipittaS for CO ~ CH, refer to pm$ .i:I~ of C2tbon in 
those forms c-,.cr the QOW3C o{ J. ~QI'" and .r..ake oo rcfe:-e..~ ?O a-msfor:mtions of c::ut,oa from othc su.i.es inlo CO or CH, or a-.1rufonn:t1Jons oi CO or 
CK* tmo other cornp011nds. The~ is. thi:rcforc. a.n inconsistency bcro1o-ecn the JCCOut1dng con\·eri.doa.s u..~ for CO: :and those (or CO atlld CH,. 

0E.oc:rs~ d:u.:t ;m db.~¥:Ra~cd on the OOSiJ of inform:iaon from K:7,;"¥Qup ( 1917) bvr t.-c: soled io imtch toQ!s g.1\cn in Wuebblcs J.l\d £dm()nd$ 

(19j1!)_ 
.:E!'~rt.v d:ii.a 111"1! dlsaurepti:d on the basis \)f mCo.m:.ucn rrom Edmc!leb J:nd Mui.and t 1916, 001 .ire SC2Jcd ;o ma..c.n lOW's gi\<tn t.n Wu6bJes and 

£.lmoedl 09&1). 

Tahir 3•2. A..-.ng• CO, Emissioo Codlicient> by fuel 

FV<l sCJM:' ' J ,C,Ulru' 

Oil 19.l 20.256 
G,s 13.I 14.4535 

eo.i 23.S 15,109 
s1wc• 21.9 19.045 

Sourc~: Rep.rim.c:d. Wlth pcrn1issio~. Crom EdmoDds alld Rc.Wy (1985), 
p. 266. 

-Tbc: fu:Q colu:r:DD shows gr.uns or c:ubon pe.r meg11Joulc. or allllioo 
joules: the JC1;0m:l col~ sbc,,,,,s ~ of catboo per chowed Bnti:sh 
thcnml uru,s (Bn,J, Coe 80, cq...Js 1.055 jOWC$. 

'.bSbalc refers ,o lh.c min.ias o{ o il sb&Jc foucd ill carbonate rock 
ron..,;,,:,,. 
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Aoocndix I (cont) 

Dannstadter and Edmonds (1989) p.39: 

. 
1950 1~ 1960 1965 1!170 11!75 1980 1986 

coo .. ...... .. -·- · 000 ••• 
Uni1et1 Westem USSR a,,d Cn lna and Devoloplng Japan, 
s1ares Europe Eastern c:entra.lly co,.muies Auflralla. 
and Europe planned New 
Canada AGie Zeill2lld 

Ficur, J-L CO, emissions from fots il fuel combustion by nujor wodd regions. I 950-1986. Nott: 
"Oe.vi:loping cou.aaics:" represent the diffen:nce between th~ ...,'Orfdwide ~ ( flgUZ"e 3-:?) a.nd l:h.e sum 
of the Other regions s..~'ft.. They thus include se-.-eraJ counuies-e.g .. South Afria-oot oomuul)' 
clusified as "developing," (Source: Dau prepar«I by and obi3ined from Carbon Dioxide tnronr...ation 
Aculysis Ccntct Oal: Rld1e :,iatiotl2J ubor.uory, Oak Rld.sc. Teno .. 1988.) 

5-.5 

5.0 

•.5 

j •.o ;; 
" • 
~ 3.5 

~ 

I 3.0 

! 
iii 2 .5 

2.0 

1.5 I 
1950 19".5 1960 1965 1970 1975 

I 
1980 ,ses 

Flgur• J•?, Total global co, cmi.uioos from fossil fuel cor.1bustion. 19.50-1986. (Soun:,: D:,c, 

preparc<i by ond obiainc:d from C.trbon Dioudc l.nfonnation Analysis Cenu:r, Oak Rldgc Notional 
ubora1ory, Oak RidJc. Tenn .. 1988.) 
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Dannsiadter and Edmonds (1989) pp.42 & 43: 

Table 3 -1. Refettna: C.U. Fo.-.c:ist 

Fossil fuel CO,• 
Tota.I prima,y ciiergy11 

Cct!Y<lOtiow oil 
lir1COc•c.Dt.tOnAI od 
NaNr.tl ga1 
Cool 
Biom;us= 

Nucidr" 
Sclat' 

£.oo-w,e ctlctgY b 

Ei.ccukicy" 
G~"r 
World price nf oil ' 

30 

Source ~ediaJ., Y21ues Iakca Crom Ecb:noods et al. ( 1986). 

1975 

4.S 
:m 
100 

0 
39 
15 

0 
4 

0 
178 
24 
6 

1.84 

?000 

S.8 
380 
148 

0 
42 

107 
14 
1 
0 

278 
01 
14 

2.29 

2025 

6.9 
5'...5 
148 

0 
85 

124 
24 
20 

I 
36<5 
(fl 

30 
3..52 

~E.q,rt:ssed U'I gip.1.0ru: of c:;ui>o.n ~r ye:JI (OtC/yr). A g;ig:uon • 1 billion metric u,11.1. 

2050 

7.7 
672 
ISl 

0 
110 
131 
41 
29 

I 
416 

97 
60 

3.95 

8.5 
1121 
106 

I 
19 

185 
63 
61 
3 

4M 
133 
112 

4.89 

i.All prunAl')' d!erJY c:t~gorks. e.r,d.-us.c e:act'I)', :and clea.ria~ att: shown &Ill cxajoe&lc:.s ( l EJ • 1011 

joo.ics). lAdivldual coc:rgy subea~cgones do 001 Nm tO total prim:.uy i:nc;g:y due 10 \he Clclurion of 
hydroclccuic p,0',4-cr gc.neradon und the uSc: or median v:1.luC$ o( ooq:,ut rrorn 400 runs in~ unccru.inty 
maiysi.s. 

9.nc:h1Ces only bioa:sass from •-as;.c and biomass pbna:ttom. Eiu;!odcs tn.ditlona.l bio1n11.ss. 
"Prima~· energy cquiv3lc,a. 
'10" 1915 U.S. dclla:s. 
11915 U.S. dollaB per gigajoute. (A dolla.r per g:i~ joulc-that l.s, pc.r bilHonjoulc.s-is the cquiv~e-11, 

oC about s.5.50 per bmel o( oil UI t97S prices, Thus. SJ.95 per glpjoulc in th.: yet 20j() is lhc 
tt:p:11\-alcrn o( ~ s:::l per bam.! or oil in 19'1S prioc:s or SW p:7 bs.m:I in 1981 prices.) 

Table J -; . Uncertainty R:,nge in Global Fossil Yud CO: Emissioas, 2000-2075 
(gigaions of corl>oo per yc:ir [G<C/yrl) 

Yw s~• :?S%• 50% ' 751j • 95S• 

2000 - , ,_ •.6 5.8 7,7 J;:.~ 
20"'....S 2.4 • 5 6.9 13.o 29.8 
20S0 2.3 : .J. 7.7 18.7 SS.I 
IDJS I.I l .9 8.S 27.1 86.9 

Sourc~: Edmonds et 4.1. ( 1986). Se: 110::ompaoying tell for commenu: oo the unce:-ta1tll~ analysis.. 
'The p::t::nutc or JOO rum for ,1uch CO: e:russ.iol'IS v.~ tess than che ~ucs ~h~11. For cumplc. 

th~ 2$~ column shav..-, lhat lS~ or d(X) f,:1r1:c-is1 ru~ h.nd CO· emJMtOtl.5 !owcr than 4,6 billion to01 
per year (G"yr) In U\e )'C:!t 2000 ~ l(rllllcr d\&ft 3.9 Gl/yr b, u,; ~ 207$. 

Table 3-6. Demographic, Economic, Ene'l}', and CO: Data for 1985 and for 
Alt.e:rnative Scenarios in l0S0 

10,0 

RL-=~ Cccsw,t DcdJnn;g 
1955• =· en-Jssioosc c:ni;,sionslli 

PopUU.1:foo (biJUoo) 4 .S 9.1 9.1 9.7 
G~-P (iocc-x> 

Total 100 68J 683 •9S 
P:r cipiu. 100 lS9 3$9 2,'i 

Totalpri=ry 
e:tergy eo·115umptioo (EI) )23 6n 583~7? 35-1 
"-il futls Z62 :m ~ 179 

(Coal) (89) (Ul) (.tiJ (ll) 

(OU and 01u\ on> f.!621 (:62\ 0,61 
XOlUOSSil fJc!s 61 279 279-268 t7S 

CO: c:rus.s~ons (CitCtytlc 5.2 7.7 s.~ 2.5 

Noe,: See ra1 (or Cu.nhc: discussioi:a of this table. 
6Popubtion Uld ~e:-r, dJLl from Urutcd N;uoris .W.DJTical 50Un:es. Wor1dw1dc GNP u,umc:d 10 lie 

OD trend line $hOWO In ta.ble 3-J. co ... cm.ii$lOO.S ~ OD U:blc )•::! . 

~:ft~ CUC t2ho from mcdiaJl"vaJuc:s p"t'CA iD Qbk >~ 
c-coOIC\tll cmau:ioa.s ~ d.enwd by usvmine lhe tcvcl oi od iu,d g.u llVilJ.UlbJJhy gi, 'Cn in table :1...1. 

As.sod:ur.d CO1 cmissiotu .ui: clcrived by ~ssl.uning th:ac ® ...-cl"!lge 7 pcrttt11 o{ all oU i.s dh·cmd to 
DOOiucl wcs: tfg( delay mi.:.uioa ai.d by lpplyuig: d:lt CO: emwioa.s codfi~e:ts Sl"'en in a btc 3•"2. 
C1mcn ecrussion.s ~ 2.7 GcC/yr !or oil and 1.5 GcClyr fo r ruuur.t.l &ii.$.. TIit' restrir:tion o( toCl.l 
emi:Uions to 5 2 GtC'yr implic, that coat e;ms&J00$ be cocstnmcd a> l .0 GtC:yr. or cod llSie CUlfiOl 

e.,:ee,ed -12 :J/yr. UI the bw-tugc: total e;iclJY md :aoniossil fuel figures .• we usumc thlu the same 
conuibudoa i, ~"ail.llblc from oonio$$U cncryy ~ ura:.s u tn !Jic n:fercncc sc:eo.&rio. This impUci tbai 
rota!. coc.r;:r u.sc ,..,.ou.Jd be ~Sl EJ lod W t dlt nr.c ol ~()Q dl etLdJY inccusicy c::us1 ~ from 
an ;J\-C:'2Jc: rate of 1.S ~:it pc!'~ to 2.0 pai;c:01 l)C"r year to awntaLO tbc .J.IIJtlc populiation and 
economk growth as fo I.be re(creace scc~o. lo the lua,b-rtUlJC cota.l cocr;y 3.00 aoctos.dl fuel li,urcs. 
,..,c :wwr..: dw CM:ral cc.--g ~I)' bcks dus ~~ Ouibiliry itld mu. ttdc:(orc. the CO-:
cormr.uncd limh on foyiJ fuel uu Cll.1$1 be fully offset by ~ursc to aonfosnl fuc!s . 

<20ttlining emissions c:u< mkcn iro.m Mina:cr (1987). 
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Karas and Kelly (l 988) p.9: 

Table 2 . 1 

The scurc:s of the major greenhous~ gases . 

Carbon dioxide 

CFCs 

Methane 

Hitrcus oxide 

Ozone 

Table 2-2 

defor~station and 
land use, biomass 

Fossil fuel combustion, 
othe: forms of chanoino 
burni ncr , eros ion - -
Various industrial orocesses and app lications 
(see Table 2.5) · 
Biological de::.ay i n wate:--iogged areas ( such 
cs r ice paddies ) and an imal waste, ent:ric 
fermentat icn in catt}e end te;mit=s, biomass 
burnino, oil and OoS exoicit:tion 
Fe~tillz~~ user t0ssi 1 fue1 combus! lon, 
biomess burnino, chenoino lend use 
Reactions involving oihe~ poliut~nts (carbon 
moncxide, methane and other hydrocarbons ana' 
ni trogen oxides) and sunshine 

P~st and present lev:1s of the greenhouse gases, pr~sant re1e2se rates .;nd 
residence times. it is difficuit to ossign meaningfui g loba l levels i n the 
case of ozone . foe cr,:;·...til rates are for the pe!"iod i980-37. 

Pre-industrial 198.5 Growth Residence 
conce!ltration concentra-t ion rate time 

Carbon dioxide 27:ppmv }46ppmv 0.5%/yr 7 ;,r CFC-11 0.22ppbv - 1 75 0. -CrC-12 0.37~pbv 6.2 111 Methane iOOppbv 1550ooov ~ .0 10 Nitrous oxide 280ppbv 309ppbv 0.d 170 
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Appendix T (coot) 

Schneider and Rosenberg (1989) pp.9 & 21: 
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APPEl'<'DlX 2 

A Si mole Economic Model for Comparing Policv Rev mes. 

Figure 1 below provides a very general styfised model of the impact of policies ro deal with rhe 

greenhouse problem. The downward-sloping MAC (Marginal Abatemenc Cost) curve represems 

che world economy's demand for greenhouse gas emissions; this curve can be thought of as 
porrraying emi11ing activities ranked in renns of a composi re measure (marginal abarcmem cost) thac 

incorporates their dispensability (opponunicy cosr) and substitution possibilities (cost of switching to 

backstop, non-polluti ng, techaologies) at a given level of world GDP and with given technology. 

The pri vate supply curve S shows tbe long-run supply price of polluting substances embodied in 

fossil fuels, assuming no constraint on the use of these fuels. The presenc position of the world 
economy is then reprcsemed by point E. 

FIGURE l 

PollUllll\1 volume 
per year 

Suppose that rhe emissions rarge1 set for, say, 2005 is q*, and a policy regime is instituted wh ich 

imposes an annual cutback along some path over the intervening fifteen years. Then in the year 

2005 the world economy would be constrained 10 operate at q * volume of an nual net emissions. If 

there were no economic growth over the period (or if energy-saving technological progress exactly 

offse1 the tendency of growth 10 shift the MAC curve to the right) then the marginal value atrached to 

the use of po llu ting fuels would be v*. This is closely rela red to Pearce's concept of the 
"sustainable optimal price" (D. Pearce 1988, p.64). 

The scarcity rental rate arising from the rationing of pollution volwne will be (v" - v2) per unir, with 

total rents shown by the shaded area. In essence there are four potential claimants of this rem: the 
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polluters, national governmems, international agencies, and others. 

Under a simple q uancitative legal resaicrion, the rent accrues to the producers of pollucants, who 

receive a price v* for their produces compared with their marginal private cost of v
2

. In a world of 

imperfect competition, the rent may be shared with consumers. 

Under a carbon- tax regime, the rem accrues as revenue co nationaJ govemmenrs. (The same occurs 
if quantity pemrilS are auctioned off.) 

Under a tradeable-permic regime, therenr acrues to whoever has first right ro sell the permits • either 

the issufog agency (insofar as this agency c laims seignorage) or the parties co whom the pennies are 
issued in the first instance. 

The clisaibutive effects thus provide an important theoretical distinction among the regimes -

although practical considerations of transaction costs and administrative inflexibility come co the fore 
in a realistic comparison. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Allocating Tradeable PermitS According to Emission Starns, and Coal Production: Some Fimes. 

In this appendix we present two setS of data. First, we take Bolin's estimares of CO2 emissions per 

inhabitanc, which enable us 10 show how the al ternative formulae for al locating emission 

enritlementS (sections IV. I 0-IV .13) might look in practice if applied to CO2. Second, we reproduce 

some figures on the world distribution of coal production, to iden tify the countries which would be 

most severely affected by a global regims to phase out coal from the world energy system. 

Coontrv-bv-Counrrv CO2Emi:,sion Status 

Table A3. l uses Bolin's figures for per capita emissions, and population data from the World Bank 

database, to allocate the world's 4.9 gigatons of annual carbon emissions among countries, ranking 
them in order of per capita emissions. 

TABLEA3.l 

Carbon Dioxide Emissions and Population. bv Countrv· . mid-late 1980s 

Counay 

USA 
East Germany 
Canada 
Czechoslovakia 
Australia 
USSR 
Poland 
West Germany 
UK 
Netherlands 
Sweden 
France 
Japan 
Iraly 
Spain 
People's Republic of China 
Brazil 
India 
Other 

WorldTolal 

Per capita 
carbon 

emissions 
(tons) 

4.9 
4.9 
4.4 
4.l 
39 
3.3 
3.0 
2.9 
2.5 
2.5 
2.2 
2.0 
1.9 
1.5 
1.4 
0.5 
0.3 
0.1 
0.5 

1.0 

Population Total carbon 
(millions) emissions 

(000 tons/year) 

241.6 1,183.8 
16.6 81.3 
25.6 112.6 
15.5 63.6 
16.0 62.4 

281. l 927.6 
37.5 112.5 
60.9 176.6 
56.7 141.8 
14.6 36.5 
8.4 I 8.5 

55.4 110.8 
121.5 230.9 
57.2 85.8 
38.7 54.2 

1,054.0 527.0 
138.4 41.5 
781.4 78.1 

1,868.3 843.9 

4,889.4 4,889.4 

Sources: BoHn ( 1989) Table 4 p. lO; population from World Bank, World Developmen1 Reporr 
1988, Table l. 
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Table A3.2 then shows how tradeable en titlements 10 !he same total of 4.9 giga1ons might be 

allocated among the same countries on rhe following bases: 

(1) Counaies classed "developiog countries" by the World Bank share out the world 's 

entitlements in inverse proportion to each counay's population-weigh1ed share of to1al GNP for the 
group, 

(2) Entitlements are distributed to countries on a straight per-head-of-population basis 
of 1 ion of carbon per head per year. 

(3) Entitlemems are distribu ted according roan index which rela1es each country's 

actual emissions to its quota under (2), to give a merit '\cale" of emission-saving, and sets rbe 
USA's allocation (the lowest point on the scale) 10 zero. 

Table A3.2 

Some Hvoo1herical Emission Enrirlemem Allocation Schemes in Ooeration 

Thousands o f Tons of Carbon Enritlemem bv Counrrv 

Counay 

USA 
Democratic Republic of Germany 
Canada 
Czechoslovakia 
Ausa-alia 
USSR 
Poland 
Wesr Gennany 
UK 
Netherlands 
Sweden 
France 
Japan 
Italy 
Spa.in 
People's Republic of China 
Brazil 
India 
Other 

World T oral 

.AJ!ocation 
scheme 

(l) 
"The Poor" 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1815 
5 

1032 
2037 

4889 

Allocation Allocation 
scheme scheme 

(2) (3) 
Per Head By Emission 

Starns 

242 0 
17 0 
26 6 
16 iO 
16 13 

281 25 
38 32 
61 35 
57 49 
15 49 
8 63 

55 74 
.122 81 
57 116 
39 128 

1054 45 ! 
138 787 
781 2463 

1868 505 

4889 4889 

Perhaps !he most imeresting result, from the point of view of the political economy of diplomacy, is 

the way the choice of allocacion schemes sh.ifcs the balance of ad van rage be[Ween China and India, 
che "big [WO" poor countries. 
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World Con I Data 

TableA3.3 
Con! Outpu1 Dam for 1986 

Region/Counay Millions of metric tons 
Hard Coal Brown Coal 

TOTAL WORLD 3,193.4 1,225.6 

OECD 1,159.5 353.4 
Ausrritlia 133.4 36.1 
Canada 30.5 26.5 
West Gem1any 87.1 114.4 
Greece 38.1 
Spain 22.4 
UK 108.1 
USA 738.9 66.8 
OtherOECD 61.5 49.l 

NON-OECD 2033.9 872.2 

AFRJCA 186.l 
South Africa l76.7 
Zimbabwe 3.0 
Other Africa 6.4 

ASIA 1,081.8 69.1 
China 840.0 36.0 
India 166.0 9.6 
North Korea 39.5 12.5 
South Korea 24.3 
Oilier Asia 12.1 11.0 

USSR 510.9 159.2 

EAST EUROPE 229.4 543.3 
Bulgaria 35.0 
Czechoslovakia 25.7 100.3 
East Gennany 311.3 
Hungary 20.8 
Poland 192. I 67.3 
Romania 8.7 38.0 
Other East Europe 2.9 70.7 

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA 25.8 
Brazil 7.4 
Colombia 10.7 
Mexico 5.5 
Other C & S America 2.1 

Source: OECD International Energy Agency, Coal 111/ormation 1988 , Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Problems with the Use of Subsidies LO Promote Abatement. 

Figure A4.1 shows the marginal costs and benefits, both private and social, of abatement aclivities 

such as chc installation and operation of flue-scrubbing equ ipment. Assum ing that me social 

benefits from abatement exceed the private bcnelits, the J'ree•mm·ke1 ou tcome of OQ1 of abatement, 

at a cost to polluters of C 1, involves polluters undertaking less than the optimal amount of abatement 

and facing less than the socially-efficient level of cost. The optimum is OQz of abatement, ai a 

marginal cost of Cz. A subsidy of the amount DE would achieve rhe socially-efficiem level of 

abatement, but would leave polluters faci ng the subsidized cost C3. Because the full cost of 

abatement is thus not internalised by polluters. there is no incentive for them to cut back on the 

activity which caused the pollution problem in the first pltice, while Lhe costs of the abatement 

subsidy fall on taxpayers. 

Benefit:J , 
c o,1:1 

C3 .......... .. 

0 

FIGURE A4.I 

Margmal Social co,t 
= Mar&in.e.l Pnvate Co,t 

D ~idy per unit of aba1emen1 

Marginal Social Benefit 
of abatement 

. E ........._ 

I ; M '-· 'Pri B f' 
-······"············· ---···-··-···· ... ~ 

l [ e.rtu= va.11! ene 1t 
! 1 of aba1ement 
i ! 

QWU\tity of aba1ement 
per unit of ou1J)Ut 

A tax on the pollution emissions themselves, in conmtst, forces polluters 10 internalise the social 

costs of pollution. Under such a tax regime, the marginal-private-benefit-of-abatement curve is 

shifted out. If the tax is at exactly the right level, MPB will coincide with MSB and polluters will 

voluntarily undertake the optimal amount of abatement. In practice, such precision is not generally 

attainable in the use of the Lax instrument. but this is no reason 10 switch to a subsidy system which 

is just as difficult to calculate and target effectively. 


